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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

-- In 1943, following the language of Smith v. Illinois Bell Telephone Co., the telecommunications industry and the F.C.C. agreed to allocate the costs of geographically local facilities between the intrastate and interstate jurisdictions according to a measurement of the "relative use" or "actual use" made of such facilities.

-- The relative use standard has come under attack since its inception. Recently, critics have focused on the irrelevance of the standard to the allocation of the costs of non-traffic sensitive (NTS) equipment. In addition, with the entry of competitors into the terminal equipment and transmission markets, some economists and regulators have argued that the relative use standard is contrary to the goal of economic efficiency.

-- In 1944, the Supreme Court established in Federal Power Commission v. Hope Natural Gas that administrative agencies are "not bound to the use of any single formula or combination of formulae in determining rates." At least by 1947, when the F.C.C. and NARUC published their joint report on cost allocation, regulators believed that Hope and its progeny freed federal and state commissions from applying the judicially created relative use standard.

-- Nevertheless, most state commissions continued to base telecommunications cost allocations on this standard. Several considerations informed their decision. First, they felt that the relative use standard best fulfilled the courts' remaining requirement that a cost allocation formula balance practicality and fairness. Second, the standard was administratively practical and susceptible to some measurement. Finally and most importantly, the relative use standard insured that the economically efficient and profitable interstate business would bear some proportion of the costs of the geographically local facilities; this helped keep intrastate rates down.

-- A few rebel state commissions refused to adopt the relative use standard because they felt that the interstate business should be responsible for an even greater proportion of the costs of the geographically local facilities. Finally, in 1951, the allocation formula was modified so that the measurement of exchange minutes of use was divided by two. The resulting figure represented the weighted "measurement" of the relative use of geographically local facilities by exchange services; the allocation of costs to exchanges was based on this figure. The remainder of the costs was allocated to the interstate business.

-- While the "relative use" or "actual use" basis for telecommunications cost allocations has become more nominal than real, it also has become more entrenched since the 1951 modification.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

The technological efficiency of the telecommunications network complicates the process of setting cost-related rates for telecommunications services. The telecommunications network in the United States furnishes two types of service — exchange (local) calls and interexchange (toll) calls. Elaborating a little further, the interexchange category includes MTS calls (traditional "long distance"), WATS calls (for example, calls to 800 numbers) and PLS calls (private line service). As illustrated in Figure 1, some of the same equipment is used over and over again to complete very different types of calls. These geographically local facilities (the telephone, the private branch exchange (PBX), inside wiring, drops and loops) may be perceived as providing access to a variety of services. As such, they present a joint and common cost allocation problem for telecommunications regulators.

As a first and most controversial step in the cost allocation process, the regulators separate the costs of the geographically local facilities along jurisdictional lines. Why? Although the telecommunications network does not follow state lines, its regulators must. To simplify, the state commissions are responsible for regulating the rates of all telecommunications services which remain initiated and completed within state limits (that is, intrastate exchange and intrastate inter-exchange). If the services cross state borders, (interstate
Figure 1. The Telephone Plant
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interchange), the Federal Communications Commission regulates their rates.

In 1930, the U.S. Supreme Court required a jurisdictional separation of costs to insure that state regulators based rates for intrastate services solely on intrastate costs. In Smith v. Illinois Bell Telephone Company,¹ the Court noted:

The separation of the intrastate and interstate property, revenues and expenses of the company is important not simply as a theoretical allocation to two branches of the business. It is essential to the appropriate recognition of the competent governmental authority in each field of regulation....The proper regulation of rates can be had only by maintaining the limits of state and federal jurisdiction and this cannot be accomplished unless there are findings of fact underlying the conclusions reached with respect to the exercise of each authority. In view of the questions presented in this case, the validity of the order of the state commission can be suitably tested only by an appropriate determination of the value of the property employed in the intrastate business and of the compensation receivable for the intrastate service under the rates prescribed.²

Since Smith, the state commissions, the F.C.C., the courts and AT&T have all come to accept the principle that the costs of the geographically local facilities in the telecommunications network must be allocated, in some manner, between the intrastate and interstate jurisdictions. Today, Smith is also interpreted to mandate the station-to-station method of separations which requires both the interstate and intrastate jurisdictions to assume some portion of the costs of the geographically local facilities.³

Nevertheless, that leaves the question of how to separate
these costs. What portion of the costs should be borne by the interstate business? What portion should be allocated to the intrastate business? What standard should serve as the basis for the cost separations formula?

The integrated nature of the geographically local facilities makes the jurisdictional separation of their costs an economically arbitrary decision.4 Even the costs incurred to upgrade the transmission quality of equipment to meet interexchange needs cannot be automatically attributed to either intrastate or interstate service. Most clearly, the loop which connects a telephone to the nearest exchange (see Figure 1) provides access to both interstate and intrastate services; its basic cost is not caused by either. Rather, the loop is a joint and common cost.

The choice of a cost allocation standard as a foundation for the separations formula is made even more discretionary by the technological nature of the geographically local facilities. The subscriber plant equipment, subscriber lines, and the like, are non-traffic-sensitive (NTS) plant. This means that the number of these items does not change as a function of changes in the number of call attempts, messages switched, and other usages.5 Similarly, the number of these items does not change as a function of their use for exchange or interexchange calls.

While economically arbitrary, the choice of a cost allocation standard is quite significant. Working backwards, the rate structure is "the set of prices which generates revenues equal to revenue requirements for each service, where the revenue
requirements [for overall intrastate and interstate services] reflect the principle of cost allocation being applied." The operationalization of the allocation standard in a cost separations formula does not determine rates on a service-by-service basis. Nevertheless, the formula does represent the first tool for effectuating general ratemaking policies.

Additionally, the choice of a cost allocation standard to guide the separations formula is significant because the costs of geographically local facilities represent a large percentage of the total costs of the telecommunications network. In 1980, NTS plant accounted for the largest share of total investment for Bell and the Independents.  

Lacking a real economic basis for a cost allocation standard for their cost separations formulae, some state commissions and courts looked to the Smith decision, which included the following language:

While the difficulty in making an exact apportionment of the property is apparent and extreme nicety is not required, only reasonable measures being essential...it is quite another matter to ignore altogether the actual uses to which the property is put.... We think that this subject requires further consideration, to the end that by some practical method the different uses of the property may be recognized and the return properly attributable to the intrastate service may be ascertained accordingly.

Smith, then, mandated that some portion of the costs of the geographically local facilities should be allocated to the interstate jurisdiction—based on a "recognition" of interstate "use" of the equipment.

In 1943, the telecommunications industry and the F.C.C.
agreed to a cost separations formula developed by the National Association of Railroad and Utility Commissioners (NARUC)\(^9\) which incorporated the language in Smith by measuring the "actual use" or "relative use" (terms used interchangeably herein) of the geographically local facilities made by intrastate and interstate services. Significantly, the percentage of interstate "actual use" of the equipment (known as Subscriber Line Use or SLU) was very small. The regulators then used this figure as the beginning point for all NTS cost separations formulae. The subscriber line usage (SLU) factor is still the first measurement made in the cost allocation process.

The "relative use" standard has often come under attack from a number of sectors. Most obviously, economists and some state regulators have agreed that such a standard is particularly unsuited to the allocation of the cost of NTS plant; a measurement of use means little when it is applied to equipment which has costs that do not fluctuate with usage.\(^10\)

But the objections also reflect policy goals. Until 1943, AT&T refused to allocate any of the costs of geographically local facilities to its interstate business, as determined by application of the "relative use" standard. The company urged that its interstate business should only bear the additional costs directly caused to the geographically local facilities by interconnection with the Long Lines.

Meanwhile, state commissions eyed the expanding pool of telecommunications subscribers and the interstate business's technological progress, economies of scale and high rate of
return. Convinced that the exchange (and the rest of the intrastate) business should share in the benefits of this national telecommunications network, the regulators charged that the "relative use" standard did not adequately account for the "value" of the access that the geographically local facilities provided to the interexchange network. Once AT&T accepted "relative use" as the basis for cost separations formulae in 1943, most state regulators attempted to modify the standard with veiled value-of-service notions.

Recently, a number of competitors have been allowed by regulators to enter the terminal equipment and transmissions markets, eroding AT&T's past monopoly of telecommunications service. In light of this changed atmosphere, some economists and regulators have argued that the "relative use" standard cannot be maintained as the basis of cost separations formulae. The standard requires AT&T's interstate rates to reflect costs far beyond the "respective incremental costs that particular usages impose on the system." Thus, it offends the goal of economic efficiency. Similarly, the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) has commented that the present separations formula "distorts price signals by massively inflating allocations to large interstate users." The NTIA has estimated that many of these users will seek alternatives to telephone industry facilities for origination and termination of their large-scale traffic and thereby bypass the local exchange network altogether by means of short hop microwave, digital termination systems, or two-way CATV, for example. Further, it
appears that by serving high-density markets, alternative systems would be able to carve out a profitable share of the interstate traffic at attractive prices. As a result, the NTIA has claimed that "...alternative systems are encouraged into the market which may not compare favorably on a long-run, cost-to-cost basis but are, nevertheless, attractive on a short-run, cost-to-price basis."^15

Faced with the increasing inadequacy of the "relative use" standard, the F.C.C. need not feel bound to apply it, despite the language in Smith. The agency may exercise considerable discretion in the rulemaking process, as long as it fulfills the purposes and standards of the Administrative Procedures Act,^16 the Communications Act of 1934^17 and a series of Supreme Court decisions regarding administrative agency discretion.

The Communications Act requires the F.C.C. to further three basic goals. First, it must help establish and maintain a rapid, efficient communications network. Second, it must insure that adequate facilities are provided for the network. And, third, it must order provision of service, pursuant to tariffs offering just and reasonable rates, practices, procedures and regulations.^18

In 1944, the U.S. Supreme Court interpreted similar "just and reasonable" rate language in the Natural Gas Act and held that "[u]nder the statutory standard of 'just and reasonable' it is the result reached not the method employed which is controlling. It is not the theory...but the impact of the rate order which counts."^19 More specifically, the Court stated that
"the Commission was not bound to the use of any single formula or combination of formulae in determining rates. Its rate-making function, moreover, involves the making of 'pragmatic adjustments.'\textsuperscript{20}

Based on the Court's opinion in \textit{Federal Power Commission v. Hope Natural Gas Co.},\textsuperscript{21} it appears that the F.C.C. has considerable discretion in its choice of cost separations formulae to fulfill the jurisdictional separations requirement of \textit{Smith}.

It is the purpose of the paper to examine why—given \textit{Hope Natural Gas} and its progeny—the regulators of the telecommunications industry have never chosen to abandon the standard of "relative use" in the cost separations formula. This choice is particularly notable in light of the competition in the telecommunications industry today and the likely development of a system of access charges to reflect or replace the present separations and settlements procedures.\textsuperscript{22}
CHAPTER 2: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF HOPE NATURAL GAS

Hope Natural Gas profoundly advanced the autonomy of administrative agencies. It overturned a regulatory scheme characterized by strict judicial review of every aspect of ratemaking. In order to determine whether an authorized rate unconstitutionally confiscated a firm's investment, courts had prescribed tests for calculating the fair value of the rate base and measuring the fairness of a rate of return.\(^{23}\) Often, these tests disguised the courts' bias toward property owners in an era of social tension and heightened judicial protection and extension of property laws.\(^{24}\) As Justice Brandeis pointed out in his 1923 dissent in \textit{Missouri Ex. Rel. Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. v. Public Service Commission},\(^{25}\) "...[T]he rule not only fails to furnish any applicable standard of judgment, but directs consideration of so many elements, that almost any result may be justified."\(^{26}\) As a consequence, "[w]hat if any, weight shall be given to any one [measure of value of the rate base] must practically rest in the judicial discretion of the tribunal which makes the determination."\(^{27}\)

With \textit{Hope Natural Gas}, the Supreme Court explicitly bypassed all its prior pronouncements regarding the appropriate measurement of the common rate base and discarded a mandatory fair value standard.\(^{28}\) Instead, Justice Douglas explained:

...Nor is it important to determine the various permissible ways in which any rate base on which the return is computed might be arrived at. For we are of the view that the end result in this
case cannot be condemned under the Act as unjust and unreasonable from the investor or company viewpoint....Rates which enable the company to operate successfully, to maintain its financial integrity, to attract capital and to compensate its investors for the risks assumed certainly cannot be condemned as invalid, even though they might produce only a meager return on the so-called "fair value" rate base.

Thereafter, Justice Douglas applied the standard of review which he had announced. As promised, the focus was on the effect of the Commission's order, not on the cost accounting methods which the F.P.C. had chosen in its ratemaking decision:

The Commission points out that if the rate base [reproduction cost new] were accepted, Hope's average rate of return for the four-year period from 1937-1940 would amount to 3.27%. During that period Hope earned an annual average return of about 9% on the average investment. It asked for no rate increases. Its properties were well-maintained and operated....The incongruity between the actual operations and the return computed on the basis of reproduction costs suggests that the Commission was wholly justified in rejecting the latter as the measure of the base.30

Since Hope Natural Gas, the Supreme Court has indicated the range of ratemaking formulae it will uphold. Federal agencies possess wide latitude in allocating costs, determining which costs are significant and adopting cost accounting methods for ratemaking.

In Colorado Interstate Gas Co. v. Federal Power Commission,31 a pipeline from Texas to Colorado served three different uses: 1) intrastate transportation and sale in Texas; 2) interstate transportation and sale to industrial customers and 3) interstate transportation to distributing companies for resale. Not all of the rates for these uses were regulated by
the F.P.C. Nevertheless, the F.P.C. reduced the wholesale rates of natural gas companies without making a separation of the property between intrastate business and interstate business or between industrial sales and sales for resale or between property used exclusively in either intrastate business or industrial sales. The Commission declared that these separations were unnecessary: "All that can be accomplished by an allocation of physical properties can be attained by allocating costs including the return. The latter method is by far the most practical and businesslike." The Supreme Court upheld the allocation of costs practiced by the F.P.C. between regulated and non-regulated business as permitted by the Natural Gas Act, and noted that a segregation of the physical property based upon use was not judicially required. Rather, the Court emphasized the discretion which Congress had granted the Commission in the Natural Gas Act:

Congress indeed prescribed no formula for determining how the interstate wholesale business, whose rates are regulated, should be segregated from the other phases of the business whose rates are not regulated. Rate-making is essentially a legislative function. Munn v. Illinois, 94 U.S. 113....A separation of properties is merely a step in the determination of costs properly available to the various classes services rendered by a utility.

Although Justice Douglas attempted to distinguish Smith, the logic in the Colorado Interstate Gas decision severely undercut the application of the "relative use" standard which had been suggested in the earlier case. The standard was not required where Congress had enacted an enabling statute which left the development of separations formulas to agency discretion.
In the past several decades, the Supreme Court has consistently applied *Hope Natural Gas* in allowing regulators to select various methods of cost calculation for the determination of just and reasonable rates. In *Wisconsin v. Federal Power Commission*, the Court affirmed the F.P.C.'s decision to substitute area ratemaking for the individual cost-of-service method of fixing rates. Again, in the *Permian Basin Area Rate Cases*, the Court sustained a two-tiered system of rates for natural gas producers and declared that "rate-making agencies are not bound to the service of any single regulatory formula; they are permitted, unless their statutory authority otherwise plainly indicates, 'to make the pragmatic adjustments which may be called for by particular circumstances.' *Federal Power Commission v. National Gas Pipeline Co.* [315 U.S.] at 586." The Court recognized that one of the aims of the Natural Gas Act and one of the functions of the F.P.C. was encouraging the exploration for and development of new sources of natural gas, a purpose that clearly shaped the rate structure and implied broad discretion for the F.P.C.

The F.P.C.'s power to imply a regulatory scheme nearly divorced from cost computation was even upheld—subject to findings as to the effect of the order—in *Federal Power Commission v. Texaco, Inc.* There, the Commission had chosen indirect regulation of small producers—in the course of regulating the rates of pipelines and large-producer customers of small producers—instead of direct regulation of rates for all existing and future sales by small producers.
These cases illustrate the Supreme Court's extension of Hope Natural Gas to allow administrative freedom from judicial interference in the choice and application of the cost computation formulae that are part of the ratemaking process. But does this line of cases apply to the FCC and Smith? The Supreme Court has never interpreted the Communications Act in the telecommunications cost allocation context. Smith has never been explicitly overturned. Yet, Colorado Interstate Gas, in particular, strongly indicates that the F.C.C. has the power to select a cost separations formula, irrespective of the suggestion of a "relative use" standard in Smith.

The ambiguity of the law in this area could help explain why some parties before the F.C.C. continue to argue that a relative use measurement is the required tool for cost allocation. And lower courts have confined the Hope Natural Gas holding to cases involving the determination of fair rates of return or cost accounting but not cost allocation. Indeed, the Nevada Supreme Court, confronting a striking disparity between interstate and intrastate toll rates under existing cost separations formulae, called it a "rule of law that works a manifest injustice." Poignantly, the court stated:

We are not sure that the application of a "separations formula" is entirely independent of the establishment of a "spread of rates." ...The present record gives us no opportunity to afford any relief from this situation but we desire to make it abundantly clear that we do not foreclose further inquiry into such a situation if the matter is again brought before this court.

Of course, the court was quite perceptive in sensing some relation between the cost allocation process and the ratemaking
function. The application of Hope Natural Gas and Colorado Interstate Gas may have given the court a path out of its dilemma, since the court did not find the present "spread of rates" just and reasonable in their effect. The question then becomes: Why did the Nevada Public Utilities Commission, most other state commissions and the F.C.C. choose to apply the "relative use" standard in their cost separations formulae?
CHAPTER 3: COST SEPARATIONS FORMULAE BEFORE HOPE NATURAL GAS

Cost separations formula options had been suggested, applied and discarded long before Hope Natural Gas was decided. That history significantly affected the regulators' response to the ratemaking freedom granted in this case.

As a practical matter the state commissions took sole responsibility for regulating telecommunications rates until the F.C.C. was established in 1934. These early state commissions preferred to pursue value-of-service ratemaking, usually basing cost allocations on the proportions of intrastate to interstate revenues. This paper will explore some of the reasons underlying the commissions' choice.

But in the Minnesota Rate Cases, the Supreme Court struck down cost allocation under the value-of-service method as circular, explaining that "...the value of use, as measured by return, cannot be made the criterion when return itself is in question." Smith again expressed the Court's distrust of value-of-service ratemaking.

Overall, the years of telecommunications regulation after these judicial decisions were marked by state regulators' slow reconciliation to the need for separations as the first step in ratemaking. Additionally, they gravitated toward "relative use" as the only standard which guaranteed that interstate services would bear some portion of the costs of geographically local facilities and which also provided an allocation scheme that was highly administrable, based on the criteria of definable
measurement practices, visibility, relatively straightforward and inexpensive implementation and judicial acceptance.

Yet, a few commissions struggled against the "relative use" standard. Desiring to share in a greater proportion of the high profits of the interstate business, they quickly labeled the standard inefficient and irrelevant when applied to NTS plant. However, throughout the early years of regulation, these commissions were unable to create any other judicially acceptable method for cost allocation that accomplished their goals. They were thus forced to adopt a cost separations formula based on the "relative use" standard.

State commissions first assumed responsibility for the regulation of the telecommunications industry late in the 1910s. These commissions were inclined, for several reasons, to ignore cost separations if they could. Most importantly, the regulators faced the difficulty of "controlling the performance of a system that was increasingly interstate in nature." AT&T controlled a network that was nearly national in scope. The company dominated the negotiations that determined the division of interstate interexchange revenues with the Associated Bell Companies and the Independents. It established the license contract fee which required Bell Companies to pay AT&T 4-1/2% of their gross revenues for managerial assistance, telephone rentals and other services. As the AT&T network grew in the 1920s and 1930s, AT&T routed interexchange calls in the most efficient manner; this often meant that AT&T Long Lines facilities were used for intrastate calls. Additionally, the early
telecommunications network contained both a regulated portion (i.e., local exchanges and the Associated Bell Company lines used for intrastate interexchange calls) and a portion that was basically unregulated as to rates (i.e., AT&T's Long Lines). Thus, the state regulators confronted substantial cross-subsidization problems. Ultimately, they feared that the adoption of any separations formula would defeat their attempts to regulate effectively the complex Bell System.

Generally, then, the early state commissions espoused ratemaking policies that did not require separations. Within their state borders, many state commissions pursued statewide rate averaging of exchange rates, avoiding the need to apportion interexchange revenues based on the costs of individual exchanges. To make regulatory decisions even less precise, these states did not base interexchange rates on individual interexchange route costs, but merely determined the aggregate intrastate interexchange revenue requirements. In a few states, exchange ratemaking was practiced, requiring an attempt at apportionment. Resultant disparities between division of revenue and individual exchanges' actual costs caused some tension between the state commissions and cities. Overall, interstate interexchange revenues were merely accepted as proposed and deducted from intrastate revenue requirements. The consequent deficiency (or excess) in settlements was absorbed in intrastate rates.

Clearly, the early state commissions were not concerned so much with cost allocations—automatically suspect because of
AT&T's presumed ability to control its property and jurisdiction through its management policies—but with the rates that citizens paid for various services. At that time, there was no intuitive correlation between a desired rate schedule and separations procedures.

With the Minnesota Rate Cases, the state commissions began looking for theories of cost separation to support their ratemaking goals.

Interestingly, they balked at the station-to-station theory. Before 1930—the year in which Smith was decided—few states chose the theory because regulators could not discern how it would further regulatory goals. They were also concerned about its practicality; the station-to-station theory presented no obvious unit of application.

Those state commissions which did choose the station-to-station separations method discussed various applications but usually considered "use" the key element. Of course, the definition of use varied. In the first thorough regulatory study of the effect of the station-to-station principle, the Wisconsin Commission applied the theory to each class of service within the exchange on the basis of relative usage. Meanwhile, the Kansas Public Utilities Commision proposed that, where there was common ownership of interexchange and exchange facilities, lines of customers who did not use the interexchange services should be excluded. This would have left only the individual lines actually used for interexchange service subject to any separations formula.
But regulators feared the administrative difficulties and possible economic effects of the "relative use" standard. Some expressed the concern that fluctuating interexchange usage of geographically local plant would produce fluctuating exchange and interexchange rates. Others felt that interexchange calls represented such a small percentage of total calls that separations were not worthwhile. And some feared that the infant interexchange business could not survive increased cost allocation.

Despite these doubts, the implementation of one of the first station-to-station separation techniques involved the "relative use" standard. In the early 1920s J.G. Wray, a consulting engineer in New York, separated the plant and expenses in the cities of Buffalo and Syracuse between exchange and interexchange with a further separation of interexchange between intrastate and interstate. The separation was made on a time-in-use basis and traffic units were used in allocating traffic expenses between the services.

Within the next few years, several Associated Companies and state regulatory bodies made "actual use"-based separations as part of their rate studies. However, there was a serious disjunction between the cost separations formula and the actual ratemaking process. Despite the "actual use" measurement and allocation, very few of the rate studies required interstate interexchange services actually to cover any of the costs of the geographically local facilities. One major reason for this lies in AT&T's license contracts with the local telephone companies.
The contracts stipulated that exchange rates alone were to compensate Associated and Independent Companies for interexchange's use of the local facilities and other services.\footnote{61}

The trend toward a "relative use" standard seemed to be supported by Smith. The Court focused on the jurisdictional boundaries of state regulation, but the opinion also spoke of separations in terms of usage. The Illinois Commerce Commission had contended in Smith that AT&T used its long distance service without properly reimbursing the Illinois Company, the Chicago local exchange plant, and other facilities of the latter company, and that the additional net income to which the Illinois Company was properly entitled in connection with long distance service, or that suitably taking into account the value of the property used and the expenses incurred in the long distance service and not deducted from the Chicago property and expenses, would affect the result.

It appears likely that the Supreme Court assumed that the use of geographically local plant by each service caused direct additional costs. The Court probably did not realize that the geographically local facilities were not traffic-sensitive. The Court evidenced its confusion by remarking as it remanded the case back to the District Court for further findings: "It is apparent that this contention cannot be dismissed simply on the basis of the number of interstate calls originated by subscribers of the Illinois Company in Chicago, without considering other factors of time and labor entering into the relative use."\footnote{63}

Several later cases indicated that the Court had not meant to require a measurement of "relative use" as the basis of separations. In Lindheimer v. Illinois Bell\footnote{64}—the final decision in the Smith case—the Supreme Court approved the lower
court's allocation of exchange revenues simply to match the allocation of plant and expenses to interstate services. This method and its affirmance effectively undermined the method of cost allocation suggested in Smith.

Partly, the "graceful retreat" of Lindheimer could be attributed to the efforts of the few state regulators who were battling the "relative use" standard of cost separations formulae. The Michigan Public Utilities Commission intervened in Lindheimer and submitted a detailed brief which criticized cost allocation on a "use" basis. But the Court's tone and the decision in Lindheimer were also part of a general judicial awakening to the difficulties of exact apportionment by regulatory agencies. Like the state commissions, the courts began to emphasize the coupling of equitable results with practicality. In Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. v. City of Antonio, the court held that some units could be distributed by "fair" apportionment and said:

...If an apportionment is practicable, the method of it ought to be settled and the proof adapted to it. If none is practicable, none ought to be demanded and some mode of adjustment should be adopted similar to the toll percentage plan above mentioned....

Despite these portents of reduced judicial interference in the separations process, most state commissions generally continued to apply a "relative use"-based formula. A study of the state commissions' experience reveals three primary reasons for their preference. First, use was clearly a standard the courts would accept if not require; several other basic methods for making separations had been criticized or disapproved.
Second, a relative usage requirement appeared objective but its measurement was flexible; administrative discretion was less obvious. And, finally, the standard did assure that some portion of the costs of the geographically local facilities would be allocated to the interstate business.

The commissions had experimented with other formulae with discouraging reactions from the courts. Of course, the revenue basis for telephone separations had been struck down by the Supreme Court in the Minnesota Rate Cases. Many other formulae had met a similar fate. A division of revenues made between telephone companies by contract was held to furnish a very poor guide for determining the division of the maintenance expenses for long-distance and exchange telephone service. In Smith, the Supreme Court ruled that apportionments could not be based simply on the number of interstate calls originated by subscribers in an exchange area "without considering other factors of time and labor entering into the relative use." Other courts held that joint expenses should not be allocated on a per-circuit basis because it could not be assumed that all circuits carried an equal maintenance expense.

Specific apportionment procedures were also judicially eliminated. A division of central office expenses on a per-station basis was found an unreliable method. The courts reasoned that such expenses were largely dependent on the amount of work involved in handling calls rather than the number of subscribers served. Judicial criticism was directed against the division of general supervision charges to states, districts,
individual exchanges and interchange based on direct labor charges, especially when it was applied to a small exchange because the method did not consider the actual amount of supervision necessary properly to maintain or operate the specific property. One court even ignored the trend toward increased administrative discretion and nearly mandated the "relative use" standard; it held that the distribution of commercial expenses could not determine the allocation of station removal expense, particularly since the time-use basis was available.

Thus, the judicial suggestion of "relative use" basis for cost separations formulae did not itself push state commissions to attack such a standard. The commissions simply lacked a better alternative to present before the courts.

And, besides, the selection of a basis for the actual measurement of "relative use" left significant room to achieve regulatory policy goals. Railroad ratemaking had demonstrated that selection of the right "use" theory produced rates which reflected value-of-service and other policy considerations. Additionally, the formula, explained in engineering terms, confused courts into assuming that use of the geographically local facilities caused direct or marginal costs.

At any rate, most commissions based their cost separations on the relative use of facilities or the relative amounts of work performed by the employees for special services. Courts approved traffic studies based on peg counts showing the number of calls and their characteristics. These measurements were then
evaluated according to coefficients (measures of work performed) to determine the relative amount of work involved in the handling of several classes of calls.\textsuperscript{77} In addition, plant accounting by telephone companies for pole lines, cables, wire circuits and other "outside plant" was often based on "major use"—a standard open to numerous interpretations. Some companies considered it "predominant use"; for others, it meant originally planned use and for still others it permitted all structures carrying interexchange circuits to be classified as interexchange.\textsuperscript{78}

However, some state regulators continued to struggle against the popular "relative use" basis. They felt that telephone rates should explicitly recognize the relative values of the various services. As part of that admission, these administrators generally championed a value-of-service standard for separations formulae. After the Smith decision but before Lindheimer, the Wisconsin Public Service Commission explored the goals and difficulties of such a formula. The Wisconsin Telephone Company had furnished a relative usage study for the purpose of allocating costs between the exchange and interexchange businesses. But the Wisconsin Commission perceived that separations could not be confined to its jurisdictional element; these regulators went on to discuss the effect of separations on interexchange ratemaking. They asserted that value of service should be a consideration in allocating joint and common costs and examined the possibility of recovering the geographically local facilities' cost allocated to interexchange through a flat-rate interexchange charge independent of
interexchange usage. This flat rate would incorporate a "readiness to serve" charge, which had been previously approved for the exchange rate. 79 Despite its discussion of the matter, the Wisconsin Commission failed to reach any conclusion or to use the formula in deciding the final separation of Wisconsin Telephone Company's costs. Subsequently, their notion for including a value-of-service factor in separations "all but disappeared from the history of separations." 80

In 1935, the Michigan Public Utilities Commission surfaced as a strong proponent of the value-of-service formula. Expanding on the brief it had presented to the Supreme Court in the Lindheimer case, the commission strongly criticized the "relative use" basis for cost separations formulae and detailed the fundamental concepts underlying the value-of-service theory. 81 The attack on relative usage centered on the lack of correlation between cost and use, given the presence of NTS equipment in the telecommunications network. According to the commission, the measurements made possible by the "relative use" basis merely masked a value assignment in which a minute of exchange use was presumed economically equal to a minute of interexchange use. 82

Instead, the commission eschewed any jurisdictional separations of the costs of the telecommunications monopoly. Harkening back to intrastate ratemaking before Smith and even before the Minnesota Rate Cases, the Michigan regulators wished to scrutinize the entire revenues of the telephone industry in their state—including the interstate interexchange revenues,
expenses and plant of the utility in the state—and determine intrastate rates on that basis. 83

The explanations underlying the Michigan commission’s proposal recall earlier debates regarding the adoption of separations at all. For example, the interstate service-properties had consistently earned a higher rate of return than the local and intrastate service-properties. 84 The F.C.C. had negotiated four voluntary interstate interexchange rate reductions with AT&T, so that disparity was not as extreme as it had been in previous decades. But the F.C.C.’s simple solution itself created problems. The reductions exacerbated another disparity—between interstate and intrastate interexchange rates—and put into clearer focus the contrast between the struggling Associated companies and the profitable Bell Long Lines, both part of the same telecommunications monopoly. The situation was rather ironic—state commissions had to increase intrastate exchange and interexchange rates in order to avoid charges of confiscation while the F.C.C. had to negotiate interstate rate reductions to keep the interstate business from reaping too large a profit margin. The state regulators feared the ire of existing subscribers who watched and could not understand the widening gulf between intrastate and interstate interexchange rates for calls that were similar in distance and duration. Additionally, the state commissions had reason to believe that the increased exchanges rates would keep the telecommunications network from reaching the greatest number of subscribers. In 1930, only 41% of U.S. households had
telephones, and many regulators felt that exchanges rates were as high as subscribers were willing to pay for telephone service. Given the situation, the Michigan regulators believed that the interstate business could, and should, contribute more to the cost of geographically local facilities than was guaranteed under the "relative use" standard.

However, the Michigan commission never acted on its theories. Smith kept it from considering interstate revenues in making its intrastate rate decisions. And the commission could not establish another definite mathematical means of interpreting value for the allocation of joint and common costs. Basically, the regulators hesitated to assume the discretion necessary to administer the value-of-service method. Sharing the sentiments of Justice Brandeis in his Southwestern Bell dissent, they were uneasy with the thought of juggling the many elements that could affect value.

As mentioned earlier, the newly-created F.C.C. merely sidestepped the cost separations issue. Between 1935 and 1940, it obtained several interstate interexchange rate reductions through negotiations that dealt solely with the relationship between Long Lines' high rate of return and interstate interexchange rates. Of course, this approach to dispute settlements provided the F.C.C. with great flexibility in dealing with a growing, complex industry. It also allowed the F.C.C. to pursue single-mindedly a policy against discrimination among interstate rates; the agency's aim was reasonable interstate interexchange rate averaging across the nation. The F.C.C. did
not perceive that its priorities produced a hardship for the states. As a result, the Commission ignored principles for the allocation of costs among the local, intrastate and interstate businesses.88

In fact, cost-of-service ratemaking was nearly antithetical to the F.C.C.'s goals. This became obvious in 1939 when the Washington Department of Public Service filed a complaint with the F.C.C. charging that Pacific Telephone and Telegraph's interstate rates were unreasonable and discriminated against telephone users in Washington.89 There were two interstate rate schedules involved—one for calls originated and completed within Pacific Telephone and Telegraph's territory (intra-territorial) and the other for calls originated within the territory but completed outside it (inter-territorial). Lower Long Lines' rates were charged for the latter service; Pacific Telephone and Telegraph's higher costs were reflected in the higher rates for the former service.

A principled settlement of the case required a cost comparison of the two services. Lacking cost separations guidelines from the F.C.C., the Pacific Company offered an allocation based on the board-to-board theory (i.e., none of the costs of the geographically local facilities were allocated to interstate interexchange business) to evidence that it had only earned a reasonable rate of return on its intra-territorial interexchange properties. The F.C.C. proceeded to tear the company's cost separations apart. Then, instead of developing and applying its own cost allocation standard as the deciding
factor, the F.C.C. based its final decision on a comparison that did not even take jurisdictional separations into account.

The commissioners explained that since the inter-territorial services used substantially the same facilities and personnel as the intra-territorial services, there could be no appreciable difference in costs. Thus, no rate differential could be tolerated. While intuitively appealing, this reasoning was ultimately circular; the lower Long Lines' rates were based on the nationwide averaging costs compiled by the F.C.C., not on the actual toll costs in the Pacific territory. Further, those costs depended on the choice of a standard for the cost separations formula. But, the F.C.C. claimed that the application of a cost separations formula as the first step in ratemaking—whether it was based on relative use, value-of-service computations or any other standard—was simply not its concern:

Absolute equality, the ideal standard, may vary or surrender on occasion to other compelling considerations. But in the absence of other controlling considerations the basic rule to be observed in the determination of reasonable charges is that there shall be from each user "equal charges for equal services." 90

AT&T's monopolistic position and its financial success—it was growing into a national network, enjoying the benefits of economies of scale and technological progress and garnering a reasonable overall rate of return—apparently led the F.C.C. to believe that it could avoid the ratemaking constraint of a cost allocation standard.

Of course, this federal focus on national rate averaging distressed state regulators. But AT&T also expressed its
dissatisfaction. Despite its profitable monopoly, the company "obviously suffered from the requirement to base interstate rates on the level established by the lowest cost unit of the toll network—Bell Long Lines. The necessity of valuing the interstate property [and establishing a standard for cost allocation to the interstate business] of the Associated Bell Companies could no longer be postponed." Further, AT&T desired a uniform separations procedure which would insure that all of its interstate costs were allocated either to intrastate or interstate jurisdictions. Without such a uniform scheme, some of AT&T's interstate costs could fall between the jurisdictional cracks.

On April 1, 1941, when the F.C.C. announced that it was seeking another interstate interexchange rate reduction, AT&T filed both an answer and a petition requesting the F.C.C. to institute an investigation on its own motion to determine rules and methods for a separation between interstate and intrastate operations and, after notice and hearing, to prescribe such rules and methods.

The F.C.C. and AT&T negotiated an agreement as to the rate matter. But the separations issue remained unsettled. NARUC members, however, met with F.C.C. representatives in June, 1941, to discuss a variety of regulatory problems. That conference marked the beginning of a process that would eventually produce the first "Separations Manual" and entrench a "relative use" measurement in the cost separations formula.

After their June meeting, the F.C.C. and NARUC officials
appointed a joint committee of staff members of the federal and state commissions to make the technical studies and prepare a report on separations methods. The Staff Committee submitted a memorandum outlining its recommendations to the joint NARUC-FCC Cooperative Committee in October, 1941.

In the meantime, a F.C.C. staff member and former Michigan Public Utilities Commission staff member, Manfred K. Toeppen, presented his views to the Staff Committee in a memorandum on the distribution of common telecommunications costs. Published in August, 1941, the memorandum primarily attacked the popular "actual use" principle and endorsed two other principles of cost allocation. The first, called the "economic savings basis" loosely attempted to allocate to each service its appropriate share of the savings that resulted from the common use of exchange facilities. The second principle was based on value-of-service and involved an allocation of costs based on revenues. Of course, the Minnesota Rate Cases barred this circular method for determining rates.

If the Staff Committee considered Toeppen's views, it chose to reject them. Its October memorandum drew on the opinions and experiences of most state regulators and recommended the adoption of the "actual use" standard for cost separations, with the reservation that other factors should be considered when necessary to produce equitable results. In response, the joint NARUC-FCC Cooperative Committee ordered the Staff committee to develop simplified separations formulae based on the "actual use" standard.
The Staff Committee's final separations recommendations were the product of a special subcommittee's work, as modified by suggestions from the state commissions, the F.C.C. and the Bell System companies. It was submitted to the joint NARUC-FCC Cooperative Committee in May, 1942. On June 9, 1942, the F.C.C. instituted a formal order of investigation on its own motion (Docket 6328) and attached the Staff Committee's report to the order as Exhibit 2. Toeppen's memorandum was also attached. Hearings were held in Chicago in August and October, 1942. According to the testimony and briefs submitted later, some Independents "complained that the proposed separations methods were too costly and difficult to apply [but] those procedures otherwise elicited the support of participants in the docket." 

Before reaching a decision in Docket 6328, the F.C.C. on November 20, 1942, instituted a new rate investigation into the reasonableness of AT&T's interstate interexchange rates (Docket 6468). During this proceeding, the F.C.C. granted a postponement to the Southeastern Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners to determine whether the Associated Companies' share of revenues of interstate business was adequate. In 1943, while this determination was going on, AT&T agreed to accept the cost separations formula contained in Exhibit 2 as the basis for interstate interexchange rates. Of course, Exhibit 2 espoused the "use" standard for cost allocation. However, it is important to note that the F.C.C. never issued a formal decision in Docket 6468 and thus did not itself formally adopt the formulae and measurements in Exhibit 2.
AT&T advanced the de facto acceptance of Exhibit 2 and the "relative use" standard for cost allocation in 1944. In that year, the company adopted the Division of Revenues Contract for settlements with the Associated companies. These contracts established how many interstate revenues would be shifted to the intrastate business as compensation for costs incurred in the Associated company's handling of interstate services. The Contract required the determination of Associated companies' book costs, revenues and expenses allocable to the interstate business. With some modifications, these latter calculations were made according to the formulae provided in Exhibit 2.  

Thus, both the telecommunications industry and its regulators were propelled toward acceptance of the "relative use" basis for cost separations formulae. Secure in its monopoly position, AT&T could afford to embrace the standard. Its application fostered more predictable ratemaking criteria, represented a step towards uniformity in cost separations formulae and resulted in an acceptably small shift of interstate revenues to support the intrastate business. Additionally, in forcing the interstate business to bear some of the costs of the geographically local facilities, the standard helped keep exchange rates down and, as a result, aided in enlarging the pool of subscribers to the telecommunications network.
CHAPTER 4: COST SEPARATIONS FORMULAE AFTER HOPE NATURAL GAS

There were signs that the procedures outlined in Exhibit 2 and AT&T's agreement to abide by them had not solved the ratemaking problems involved in regulating the telecommunications system. In late 1946, Bell System companies filed applications for increased intrastate rates in a number of states. During World War II, government restrictions and material shortages had largely prevented the expansion of plant. After the war, the demand for telephone service skyrocketed. Anxious to meet this demand and facing increased costs for labor and materials, many Associated companies needed to increase their intrastate rates. Separations, of course, was a key issue in the proceedings before state commissions.

In February, 1947, the F.C.C. informed NARUC that it was considering yet another reduction in interstate interexchange rates.

On its own motion in 1946, the F.C.C. had broadened the scope of its investigation in the still-open docket 6328 to include a review of the method of separations as applied under the Division of Revenue Contracts. After the F.C.C.'s 1947 announcement, a subcommittee of the joint NARUC-FCC Cooperative Committee undertook this review; the group included representatives from several state commissions and the F.C.C. The subcommittee produced an extensive (172 pages) report on the separations formulae prescribed in Exhibit 2 and submitted it
later in 1947. Every state commission received a copy of it, along with the first "Separations Manual."95

The subcommittee concluded that, although the "actual use" or "relative use" basis for cost separations was not perfect, no better alternatives existed. In arriving at its consequent recommendation of the "relative use" standard, the subcommittee bared and discussed many of the administrative and legal biases that had led to the acceptance and entrenchment of the "relative use" standard. In addition, the formula in the report and the Separations Manual became the focal points for the continuing debate among state commissions over cost separations.

First, it is important to note that the subcommittee members were quite aware of the Hope Natural Gas and Colorado Interstate Gas decisions. They asserted that the cases freed telecommunications regulators from following judicially-defined standards for cost separations formulae. Indeed, only AT&T contended that Hope Natural Gas and its progeny left the rule of Smith wholly intact: "It believe[d] that the court in the gas cases neither modified nor criticized its earlier decisions, as applied to common carriers, but merely held that they were not controlling under the Natural Gas Act."96 The subcommittee rejected this rigid position, commenting that although the "'actual use' basis of cost apportionment has predominated...there seems to be no foreclosure, from a legal standpoint, to consideration of bases other than usage provided they are not arbitrary."97

But the report also surveyed the remaining limits on
administrative discretion. Most importantly, courts required regulators to formulate a basis for cost allocation that balanced practicality and fairness. Citing *Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. v. City of San Antonio*\(^9\) and *Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co. v. Thomas*\(^9\) and even Smith itself, the subcommittee declared that "separations methods and procedures need not be carried to a point of refinement not justified by the results achieved."\(^10\)

And, turning to the opinion in *Colorado Interstate Gas*, the report noted that the Supreme Court found that "considerations of fairness, not mere mathematics, govern the allocation of costs."\(^11\)

In subsequent chapters, the report attempted to establish which standard for cost separations formulae best achieved the goals of practicality and fairness. First, it reviewed the procedures employed by several other utilities and agencies—the Post office, the Motor Carrier and Rail Carrier divisions of the Interstate Commerce Commission, the division of the Federal Power Commission responsible for the Mississippi River Fuel Corporation, the California Oregon Power Company and the Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. The subcommittee reported that, for items that could not be associated with an "actual use" measurement, cost allocation was based on an "empirical formula [but]...there appears to be little consistency in the factors applied in the development of the formulae."\(^12\)

And, where the "actual use" standard would not foster "equitable" results, the subcommittee found that a "formula of an arbitrary nature is employed."\(^13\) Generally, however, the subcommittee
discovered that the "actual use" basis for cost separations formulae dominated, bolstering its application in telecommunications cost separations.

Finally, the subcommittee reviewed a number of suggestions for cost allocations standards other than "actual use." The remarks in the report reflect the subcommittee's conviction that the intrastate business deserved to benefit from its role in the profitable telecommunications monopoly; only a scheme that guaranteed adequate compensation was "fair." Further, the regulators wanted to reduce the disparity between intrastate and interstate interexchange rates and promote universal service. But any cost separations scheme that fulfilled those goals also had to be administratively practical, susceptible to some measurement and judicially acceptable. Given these criteria, the subcommittee rejected the alternative cost allocation standards, one by one.

The first suggestion involved a cost allocation standard other than "actual use" during periods when the facilities were idle. It had been proposed that the cost of joint idle plant could be divided equally among the intrastate and interstate services to recognize its equal availability to each service. Alternatively, it had been suggested that separation of costs during idle periods could be based on a formula which included a weighting factor which reflected the effect of the type of rate on usage; the flat rate for exchange encouraged usage while the message unit rate for interexchange had a deterrent effect. The subcommittee leveled several criticisms against this notion:
The actual use of subscriber lines was so low that apportionment for idle time would effectively control the allocation of costs; 2) dividing the cost of plant equally among the various services was a wholly arbitrary choice; 3) logically—and impractically—recognition of idle time could be extended to all telecommunications plant; 4) the suggested weighting factor was a hypothetical and arbitrary adjustment because the reduced number of calls made under a timed message rate schedule was offset by the longer holding time per call.¹⁰⁴

The subcommittee also addressed a relative value method of allocation. Here, it had been submitted that weighting factors could be used to reflect the increased value per minute of use as distance increased and as the number of telephones in the communications pool increased (that is, the value of interstate interexchange would be higher because more subscribers could be reached). The report quickly dismissed this idea, noting that the subcommittee could find no judicially acceptable method for measuring value and that any such method required the cooperation of too many self-interested regulatory bodies.¹⁰⁵

That left the suggestion which dealt most straightforwardly with cost allocation for plant that was jointly and commonly used and non-traffic-sensitive. It had been proposed that the cost allocation of geographically local facilities could be based on the assignment of all other costs. Basically, this required the recognition of station apparatus and installation costs as fixed
costs per customer which could not be directly allocated on a usage basis.

This suggestion was not popular with the subcommittee. It called into question the assumption that the profitable departments of a monopoly ought to subsidize some of the costs of less profitable departments in order to serve the public interest. This proposal would have required those parts of the telecommunications network which were saddled with the highest direct costs—intrastate exchange—to bear the highest proportion of the costs of the geographically local facilities. The subcommittee confronted the likely result of high exchange rates which would make the goal of universal service very hard to reach. In the face of that possibility, the subcommittee tersely commented that "an unsound separation would result," and then relied on a confused and confusing smokescreen of reasoning that spoke in terms of cost and practicality in order to reject the proposal:

(a) There is a distinct difference between electric utility cost allocations and separations made in the telephone industry [a parallel drawn by the proposal]. In the electric field each consumer generally uses only a single class of service whereas in the telephone field individual customers use exchange, state toll and interstate toll services, necessitating an apportionment of customer costs among those services.

(b) Under this proposal, it is necessary to obtain the plant base over which the station apparatus and installations is to be apportioned. Such a plant base would necessarily have to include plant other than that of the company under study, e.g. Long Lines and Connecting companies. This might be done in a number of ways but any of them would introduce so many complications as to render the proposal impractical.

(c) Station apparatus investment per subscriber does vary with usage for a certain number of subscribers, e.g. those
having PBX facilities or more than one telephone where required by the degree of use.

(d) The question immediately arises as to why subscriber lines from the station to the central office and the associated central office terminations (which also do not vary with use for most subscribers) should not likewise be apportioned over the other plant. However, such station equipment, subscriber lines and central office terminations represent more than 50 per cent of the book costs involved in rendering exchange service, which illustrates the unrealistic nature of the proposal.

(e) In the Bell System, message toll revenues (including Long Lines) represent about 40 per cent of total operating revenues. It is roughly estimated that the toll minutes of use on subscriber stations represents about seven per cent of the total minutes of use. It might be considered that, since the station is instrumental in producing the toll revenue and since the toll revenue is 40 percent of total revenue, a much higher apportionment of the station apparatus to toll should be made than actually results from application of a factor based upon minutes of use made of the station. Such reasoning, however, is fallacious since the toll revenue is produced by the entire plant used on toll calls...[T]he cost of plant used in a conversation from New York to San Francisco is several hundred times as great as the cost of plant used on a local connection.

The themes of this particular response are familiar—practicality and fairness. Actually, many of the subcommittee's arguments were thinly-disguised affirmative defenses of the status quo in the regulation of the telecommunications industry. The writers of the report were relatively happy with the cost connotations, measurement possibilities and ratemaking results of Exhibit 2. They were exercising their regulatory discretion, as granted in Hope Natural Gas, when they chose to recommend continued application of the "relative use" basis for the cost separations formula.

The subcommittee's report was adopted by NARUC and its recommendations incorporated into the 1947 Separations Manual. Both were sent to every state commission. Not surprisingly, the
report itself and the subcommittee members significantly shaped the debate over cost allocation formulae for the next several years.

Most state commissions followed the recommendations of the report and Manual. Some complied willingly and even cited passages from the report for support. Others expressed dissatisfaction with the "relative use" standard but were unable to establish any alternative.

But a few state commissions actually chose to apply cost separations formulae that the subcommittee had considered and rejected in its report. These commissions were not at all happy with the ratemaking results of the Manual's separations formula; they balked at authorizing rate increases to relieve the struggling intrastate business. Instead, they felt that the F.C.C. could afford to have the interstate rates absorb some additional local costs. The shift could be accomplished without raising interstate rates because of the declining cost curves for the interexchange piece of the interstate service.

These state commissions were quite willing to give a second hearing to alternative cost separations formulae which had been proposed by a couple of dissident participants in the discussions that led to the recommendations in the subcommittee report.

J.M. Honaker, a Kentucky commission staff member, had been a member of the subcommittee. In 1948, the Kentucky Public Service Commission denied Southern Bell Telephone's request for rate increases and, in the process, attacked the procedures in the Separations Manual as "so obviously erroneous and so
diametrically opposed to the fundamental principles of ratemaking ...as to but inject confusion where clarity is needed most."\textsuperscript{111} The commission instead advocated a cost allocation standard which would take the entire Bell System into account, recalling the suggested relative value method of allocation. The commission analogized cost separations in telecommunications to "trying to separate the value of one's legs [interstate business] and the value of the body [intrastate business]. The rest of the body would have a value, perhaps, with the legs missing, but a pair of legs without the body would be valueless."\textsuperscript{112} Finally, the commission required recognition of the stand-by value of the geographically local facilities and recognition of its relative value, as defined by the company in figuring rates for various classes of service.

In 1949, Honaker testified before the West Virginia Public Service Commission, which was displeased with the Manual's cost separations formula. The staff of the West Virginia commission had not participated in the studies of the FCC-NARUC subcommittee. And, after listening to Honaker's objections to the Manual, the commission charged that "in view of these costs, of the stand-by value of this equipment and of the utter lack of relationship between the cost or the value of this equipment and the time it is actually used, it is difficult to see how the so-called 'use' factor is applicable for the separation of these accounts."\textsuperscript{113} The commission went on to adopt the Honaker Plan for cost allocations.
In 1950, Honaker traveled to Indiana where the Public Service Commission also adopted a version of his method of allocation as "more reasonable and equitable" than the formula contained in the Separations Manual.

Several other state commissions decided to accept the "relative use" measurement as one factor in the cost separations formula, but they also applied a weighting factor to reflect the influence of the type of rate (i.e., flat rates vs. message unit rates) on usage. This alternative had been foreshadowed in the first proposal which the subcommittee considered in its report.

The Maine state commission registered its disapproval of the Manual's procedures in 1949, complaining of the disparity between intrastate and interstate rates for calls of similar distance and duration. It noted that the "relative use" measurement totally ignored the value of telephone service as a function of the number of telephones within an exchange. But the Public Service Commission justified its alternative cost allocation method on the grounds provided by Harold Gerrish, an engineer on the commission's staff who had also been involved in the discussions of the FCC-NARUC subcommittee. He opined that the "relative use" method would result in an unfair distribution of charges due primarily to its failure to equate the flat rate for exchange service which led to "free use, unlimited use" with the message unit rate for interexchange which deterred use. Additionally, Gerrish felt that AT&T's plan for "extended service areas"—broadening the territory served by local exchange and eliminating tolls between adjacent territories—would generate
even greater exchange use and cause an even higher allocation of costs to intrastate service. In order to recognize the different types of rates and their effects, the commission adopted the Gerrish Plan of modifying the SLU measurement with a weighting factor of two. Although the Maine commission thus retained the "relative use" standard, its influence on the cost separations formula became much less direct under the Gerrish scheme than it was under the Separations Manual procedures.

The Chief Engineer of the Public Service Commission in Wisconsin, George P. Steinmetz, advanced a similar proposal and justification in Re Wisconsin Telephone Co., decided in 1950. There, evidence introduced by the commission staff showed that:

...in instances where unlimited service has been discontinued and message toll rates applied in lieu thereof a reduction in time of use of about 75% has occurred. On the other hand, where message toll rates were discontinued and unlimited service at flat rates substituted in lieu thereof, time in use increased from three to six times or more. These results point up very clearly that the SLU factor determined by use of service under diametrically opposite forms of rates is not an equitable basis for allocating property and expenses between two diverse types of service.

As a result, the commission approved a weighting factor of at least two with 50% of the consequent shift of costs representing the minimum shift in allocation considered reasonable and necessary.

Finally, the New Hampshire Public Service Commission had aimed a battery of arguments at the procedures in the Separations Manual as early as 1949. The state regulators argued that the SLU factor disregarded the geographically local facilities' stand-by value, the importance of a call to the user and the fact
that plant had been constructed in New Hampshire to serve the systemic needs of New England, not just the needs of the state's citizens:

As long as the system revenues were sufficient to give the company a profit it expanded its plant without regard to whether its expansion in certain territories would be justified from a revenue standpoint, if those territories were suddenly to be asked to pay the cost of the service that they were offered. The company frankly acknowledges that for years it developed its plant in New Hampshire and was satisfied with a rate of return on New Hampshire property considered as a unit that was meager by company-wide standards. When it is now thought necessary to seek increased revenue, the company makes its appearance before us and asks to have its operations in New Hampshire considered on the basis of a separations study as a completely New Hampshire matter.

Beyond that, the commission asserted that much of the telephone plant in New Hampshire had been built to accommodate peak loads during the short tourist season. As a result of the application of the SLU factor, the regulators claimed, intrastate users bore the largest share of the costs of plant which was idle most of the year—"in effect subsidiz[ing] the interstate plant." 121

Spurred on by its objections to the results of the application of Manual cost separations formulae, the New Hampshire commission embraced the Gerrish Plan in 1952. The state commission even took the plan a couple of steps further in order to shift more interstate revenues to cover a greater portion of the costs of geographically local facilities. It adopted a weighting factor of three rather than two; its plan also required the measurements of use to be made at the height of the tourist season, in contrast to the measurement of average annual usage as determined by the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company. 122
By 1952, however, New Hampshire was one of the last holdouts against the Separations Manual because the Manual's formula had been significantly altered at the annual NARUC meeting in Charleston in October, 1951. Bowing to the demands of unhappy state commissions and exploiting the interstate business' ability to absorb additional costs, the Charleston Plan modified the 1947 Separations Manual by dividing exchange minutes of use by two. It also rearranged the categories of geographically local facilities. Ultimately, the new Plan represented a move away from the strict application of the SLU factor in cost separations formulae. Yet, the modified scheme could still be described as based on a "relative use" standard.

As a result of the new Charleston Plan, Commission Chairman Davison could point out in his dissent to the 1952 New Hampshire decision that:

Of the 29 states which have had telephone rate cases since November 1, 1951, 20 have accepted and used Charleston Plan procedures. 6 used the method but criticized it, 3 did not accept it and await court decision of the method actually used....There is nothing final about "Charleston," it is merely a step in the right direction.\textsuperscript{123}

Wisconsin was among the states accepting the Plan where the commission observed that the "method...achieves substantially the same results"\textsuperscript{124} as its earlier adjustment of the SLU factor. Similarly, the Kentucky commission applied the Plan in 1951 as the best alternative available.\textsuperscript{125}

In Maine, the Public Utilities Commission was forced to follow the Charleston Plan by the state Supreme Court which sustained the exceptions filed by New England Telephone and
Telegraph against the commission's 1952 dismissal of the company's petition for investigation and hearing as to rates. The Court was "convinced" that the commission had simply "disregarded this ["relative use"] factor which the Supreme Court and many state courts have held to be the most important element of all in applying separations." The Court's ruling indicated that the Maine Public Utilities Commission should follow the procedures of the Charleston Plan:

[Separations] must be decided broadly after giving due consideration to the rulings of the federal authorities on the same point. Otherwise, chaos will result, particularly if the Commission gives undue consideration to the result to be achieved rather than to the proper and scientific methods of arriving at such result.

Despite the increasing popularity of the Charleston Plan, the New Hampshire Supreme Court upheld its state commission's weighting factor of three. The Court recognized that the state commission's refusal to adopt the Charleston Plan meant that some of the telephone company's property was part of neither the interstate rate base nor the intrastate rate base. Nonetheless, citing Hope Natural Gas and Colorado Interstate Gas, the Court held that the Public Utilities Commission was not bound to pursue a policy of regulatory uniformity since "if the argument...that the state of New Hampshire must necessarily use the same method of separation as those used by the F.C.C. is carried to its ultimate conclusion, then it runs afoul of the fundamental legal meaning of the term 'appropriate recognition of the competent governmental authority in each field of regulation.' Lindheimer
v. Illinois Bell [citations omitted]. Further, the Court explained that the commission's separations scheme did not violate any state laws. Finally, the Court held that the New Hampshire variation on the Gerrish Plan was justified by the evidence of peculiar local conditions.

Basically, the debate had changed since 1947. In the years before the first Separations Manual, state commissions challenged the need for any cost-based separations. By 1952—after the 1947 subcommittee report, the 1947 Separations Manual and the modifications of the Charleston Plan—nearly every state had accepted a separations formula as a necessary first step in ratemaking and employed a separations formula based on the "relative use" measurement, SLU. But, reflecting the security of a profitable telecommunications monopoly and value-of-service notions, the "relative use" basis for the formula had become much more nominal than real. In fact, the cost separations formula under the Charleston Plan evidences AT&T's acceptance of the regulatory goals of low exchange rates and universal service and the regulators' acceptance of AT&T's need for universal and measurable cost allocation guidelines.

It is worth noting that the F.C.C. did not officially accept the cost separations formulae which the telephone industry and NARUC had developed until 1968. This could explain the F.C.C.'s tendency to downplay any relationship between cost separations and rates, illustrated by the agency's opinion in Re AT&T in 1967:
The fact that...rate disparities [between intrastate and interstate tariffs] do exist...is, in our view, a consequence of the multiplicity of regulatory jurisdictions over message toll service....So long as there is no single jurisdiction over all toll service in the United States, there is bound to be a diversity in ratemaking and disparity in rates among jurisdictions. Accordingly, we do not regard the mitigation or elimination of disparity between State and interstate toll rates as a valid consideration in determining the propriety of separations procedures.

Consistent with the F.C.C.'s refusal to consider separations formulae as part of ratemaking policy, the agency did not apply Hope Natural Gas or Colorado Interstate Gas in a cost allocation context. Through the 1960s and 1970s, the Commission confined the significance of Hope Natural Gas to cases involving rate of return,\textsuperscript{134} distribution of unrouted traffic,\textsuperscript{135} determinations of the "fair value" of a company's rate base,\textsuperscript{136} and historical cost preference for pole attachments.\textsuperscript{137}

However, in 1980, the F.C.C. took a step toward utilizing the doctrines of Hope Natural Gas and Colorado Interstate Gas in proceedings regarding cost separations formulae and cost allocation standards. Confronting a challenge to the present weighting of SLU---SPF---in the cost separations formula, the Commission cited Colorado Interstate Gas for its proposition that "allocation of costs is not a matter for the slide rule. It involves judgement on a myriad of facts. It has no claim to an exact science."\textsuperscript{138}

Then, perhaps revealing the effect of the changing climate in the telecommunications industry, the Commission explained that it viewed Smith as:
...both required by and consistent with the generally held view that allocating the cost of non-traffic-sensitive communications plant held in common on a fully distributed costing basis is from a strictly economic view, an arbitrary process which cannot ignore policy considerations. Indeed, the Commission is required by Section 7 of the Communications Act to take into account a variety of considerations in our regulatory activities. [Emphasis added]
CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

Since the Charleston Plan was adopted in 1951, the "relative use" standard has been further weighted in order to shift an even greater proportion of the interstate revenues to the intrastate business. Significantly, those value-oriented modifications were made while AT&T enjoyed a monopoly in interstate interexchange services.

With the entry of competitors, the present cost separations formula has become increasingly intolerable. Commentators have explored alternative cost allocation methods—several of which recall proposals made in earlier debates—to maximize social welfare.

As its history demonstrates, the standard of "relative use" withstood attacks in the past. Despite its inadequacies as a justifiable basis for cost allocation, it possessed the key qualities of flexibility and administrability. The standard guaranteed that interstate business would bear some portion of the costs of geographically local facilities, in "recognition" of its "use" of those facilities. But, further, the standard could be modified to reflect market conditions and to achieve social and regulatory goals.

Perhaps most importantly, the "relative use" basis for cost separations formulae was relatively inexpensive and straightforward in its implementation and enforcement. The application of a cost separations formula based on "relative use" produced a high "net benefit" (i.e., total social welfare minus
the separation formula's total costs) for the telecommunications industry. Indeed, this largely explains the longevity of the "relative use" basis for cost separations formulae in the telecommunications industry.
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